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Clinical Care in the Air
Medical Assistance is the interface between insurers and patients overseas. Doctors and nurses
may be working as case-handlers in an office, flying as aeromedical personnel, or a mixture of
both. But to facilitate a successful repatriation, medical personnel must work closely with
operations staff (who provide linguistic expertise, make logistic decisions, and act as contacts
with local agents, etc), travel experts (who find the most appropriate travel options, arrange
ticketing, and obtain medical clearance from the airline, etc) and other logistics staff.
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A good team approach where each member understands the skills and responsibilities of the
others helps the decision making process, not least on the urgency of repatriation, the
destination hospital or facility, and the mode of transport. This one-day course identifies the
roles and responsibilities of both the office medical staff and in-flight repatriation personnel,
and discusses the problems that may be encountered in the planning and execution of an
assignment. A complementary approach facilitates safety, efficiency and efficacy .
The venue is Cumberland Lodge, a unique and fabulous setting. The Lodge is one of the Royal houses of
Windsor Great Park, recently made famous in the film of the abdication of King Edward VIII (‘Kings Speech’).
Cumberland Lodge is adjacent to the home of the Queen at Windsor Castle, near to London’s Heathrow Airport.

You will learn how
•
•
•
•

Programmed activities:

Travel insurance, medical assistance and cost containment
interface with clinical management and transport logistics
To relate medical and flight operations to successful mission outcomes
To solve unexpected problems in repatriation
To identify serious cases, and to predict and prevent common pitfalls
Contact Rita Mody, Course Co-ordinator, for dates and further details

CCAT Aeromedical TrainingTM
Fee includes a sumptuous lunch,
plus morning and afternoon
refreshments and a tour of the
Royal Lodge.

Course Fee
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